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Fill in the blanks
__________ attribute of <select> tag specifies how many items from the list will be displayed.
To add video on webpage without control _________ attribute is added with <img> tag.
EDI stands for _______________________________________.
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State True or False
<input type=radio> allows the user to select one option at a time.
In E-Commerce scope is local.
OLX and Ebay are the examples of C2C business model.
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Multiple choice questions with single correct answer.
To prevent the user from resizing the frames ___________ attribute is used.
a) frameborder
b) reuse
c) noresize
d) scrolling
Buying and selling the products over the internet is called _______________________.
a) Electronic Commerce
b) EDI
c) Electronic Market
d) E-Shopping
___________ attribute of textbox restricts the user for specified number of characters.
a) size
b) name
c) value
d) maxlength
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Multiple choice questions with two correct answers.
To divide the screen into 2 rows valid tag used are ____________________.
a) <frameset rows=”25%,75%”>
b) <frameset cols=”50%,*”>
c) <frameset rows=”50%,*”>
d) <frame row=”50%,50%”>
_________ shapes can be drawn by using <area> tags.
a) Oval
b) Rect
c) Circle
d) Triangular
e) Eclipse
f) Diamond
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Rearrange the following
A. <HTML>
B. <Frameset cols= “20%,*”>
C. <frame src= “3.html” name= “f3”></frameset>
D. <frame src= “4.html” name= “f4”></frameset>
E. <frame src= “2.html” name= “f2”>
F. <frame src= “1.html” name= “f1”>
G. <Frameset rows= “50%,30%,*”>
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Answer the following
Explain the following tags used to construct web form:
A) <FORM> B) <INPUT> C) <SELECT>
State advantages of E-Commerce.
Explain <embed> tag with one example.
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Answer the following
Write an html code for displaying a REGISTRATION FORM on the web page. It should have
provision to take User Name, Address and Hobbies. Use drop down list to select from three
given alternatives for hobbies as Singing, Dancing and Biking. Buttons should be provided for
submitting the form.
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